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Advaneed eomputer programs allowing jor numerical solving of mechanical problems
are often used as design tools. Effective use oj packages based on the finite element method
allows jor predicting the dynamical behaviour oj the structure already at the design stage.
This study is eoncerned witli numerical analysis oj the hull in a passenger ship whose FEM
model is based on the teehnieal specifications. Estimated values of acoustic pressure are
compared with measurement results. Furthermore, the applicability of computer models to
predictions ojdynamie behaviour of eomplex structures is evaluated.

INTRODUCTION

Advanced computer programs allowing for numerieal solving of meehanieal problems
are often used as design tools [2,10,12]. Effeetive use of paekages based on the finite element
method allows for predicting the dynamieal behaviour of the structure already at the design
stage [4,11]. Model accuracy has to be eonstantly verified, using a series ot" tests, to ensure
reliability of the predictions. Thus numerieal solutions have to be eompared with already
existing, even approximate, analytieal solutions. The final verification procedure involves the
eomparison with measurement data in situ.

This study is concerned with numerieal analysis of the hull in a passenger ship whose
FEM model is based on the teehnieal specifications. Estimated values of acoustie pressure are
eompared with measurement results. Furthermore, the applicability of computer models to
predictions oj"dynamie behaviour of eomplex struetures is evaluated.

1. SCOPE OF WORK

Analysis ot" vibrations and sound levels on a three-decked passenger ship was earried
out. The ship has cabins for passengers and crew mcmbcrs, also the rooms housing ancillary
equipment, sueh as fans, pumps, etc. There is one sun deek with the captain's bridge and
passengers' eabins. There is also an upper deek, a bulkhead deck and a lower deek where
passengers' and crew members' cabins are situated, as well as rooms housing the neeessary
equipment.
The actual layout ot" rooms and the way they are adapted are determined by vibration and
acoustic parameters in the given region.
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Underneath the lower deck is the platform deck with the engine room, a pilot house and
rooms housing fans, pumps, power generators, and the like. Still beneath is the internal
bottom 01' the ship. On that level we can find the main engine with the ancillary units, power
generators, compressors, pumps, gear-boxes. Between the internal and external bottom of the
ship is some free space where fue! tanks and ballast tanks are kept.

2. COMPUTER MODEL

The 3D FEM model developed here is based on detailed technical specifications. The
hull is represented as a complex truss system, made of vertical, lateral and longitudinal beams
which act as bearing elements, at the same time joining the ship's sides plates with floor
plates. Depending on their function and position, truss reinforcements have different cross-
section and profile structure. The strength of this structure is further improved through
application of longitudinal and deck beams.

Longitudinal (Tvprofiles) run along the hull under the deck. They improve the torsional
and bending strength. Deck beams are arranged laterally and improve the torsional rigidity.
Decks are supported by pillars, i.e. bearing elements made of vertical tubes of variable cross-
section (ranging from <I>82.5 x 8 to <1>298.5x 12.5 mrn).

The model of the hull is presented in Fig 1. It consists of 2269 elements (beams and
tub es) and has 1020 nodes, which corresponds to about 6120 DOFs.

Fig l. A truss model of the ship hull

The truss model is supplemented with the plating 9-14 mm thick and fioor plates having
the thickness of 5 mm on the sun deck and 8 mm on the platform deck and the ship bottom.

3. SELECTION OF BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

Several model s are presented below, the main difference between them being the
number and positions of subtracted DOFs. Boundary conditions are difticult to model as it is
not easy to determine the actual conditions in the contact area between the shell plating and
the water environment [3,8]. Several options of detennining the number of DOFs in order to
model the hull position on the water surface and in the shipway are presented in the study.

* Model with nodes at points ofmaximal rigidity
This model corresponds to the critical loading known as the "sagging moment'. In this

model DOFs at the hull bottom are subtracted. These points are selected because this palt of
the ship is more rigid than the remaining portion of the hull. In these regions are floor plates
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12 nun thick. The hull cross-section at that point is smaller than in the other hull regions.
Rigidity of the structure depends on the type of profiles used for support in accordance with
the design objectives.

* Model of hull support on the shipway
This model reproduces the conditions created by the shipway. Its distinctive mark is that

DOFs are subtracted at equally distant nodes, every 10m along the ship length. The aim of
this model is to compute and experimentally verify the naturai hull's frequencies already at the
construction stage. Accordingly, the design engineer would be able to select the main engine
so that its naturai frequency would not coincide with that of the hull.

* Determining the boundary conditions in the stern section
In this model all DOFs in the stern nodes that determine node displaeement and rotation

are subtracted. Hence the model resembles a beam rigidly fixed at one end while the other is
free to move.

* Model of a huIl fixed on bars whose rigidity equals the value of water table det1eetion due
to ship draught

The truss model is fixed on vertieal beams whose rigidity is derived from the det1eetion
produced by hull draught. These beams are seetioned into finite elements. The nodes can
move in the vertieal direetion. That is an attempt to reproduce the conditions produced by ship
displaeement and draught while the aquatie environment is modelled as a eompliant medium.

4. MAIN EXCITATIONS AND ANAL YZSIS OF NATURAL FREQUENCIES OF
THEHULL

There are severaI sources of noise and vibrations in the analysed strueture. There are
two sources of low-frequency vibrations, the main engine being the p redorninant one.
Vibrations exeited by the engine are imposed as concentrated forees at the point the engine is
mounted [I]. Passengers' comfort and the strength of the ship structure depend on variable
hydrodynarnic pressure, being the exeiting force. These vibrations are generated by water
turbulence produeed by the operating screw propeller. Variable pressure ean be sensed in the
stern part, and when yielded through struetural eJements it ean be measured and felt even on
the top decks. VariabJe pressure due to water movement caused by the operating screw
propeller is imposed on the stern planking as a eonstant value 1.5 kPa (pressures at the stern
1.0-1.8 kPa were reeorded during model tests in a Danish shipyard).

Apart from dynamie loading, it is necessary to consider the constant hydrostatic pressure
resulting from the ship draught.

As it is extremely diffieult to reproduee the real boundary conditions of the submerged
hull, several methods of representation were testified, It is also considered how the boundary
eonditions impaet on natural frequencies of the hull and on dynamie behaviour 01' the
structure. The results were then verified by comparing the natural frequencies of the fixing
options with measured values and also with results obtained for similar structures, as can be
found in literature on the subject [5,9].
Results of the analysis of natural frequencies of hulI vibrations are summarised in Table 2. In
model l DOFs are subtracted at points of the maximaJ rigidity. DOFs in model 2 are
subtracted in the same manner as when the ship is fixed on the shipway. DOFs in model 3 are
subtracted in the stern part. Model 4 is fixed on vertical, elastie beams whose rigidity equals
the value of wat er table det1ection due to ship draught.
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Table l. Results of the analysis of naturaI frequencies of hull vibrations for several options of
boundary conditions
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Mod~l 0,98 0,11 0,09 0,06
Mode2 2,8 1,23 2,98 2,28
Mode3 3,84 2,56 3,7 3,8
Mode4 4,2 4,72 4,42 4,59
Mode5 5,8 5,23 5,8 5,8
Mode6 6,13 6,63 7,9 6,4

5. COMPARING THE RESUL TS OF NUMERICAL ANAL YSES WITH THE
MEASURED VALUES

Numerical analysis involves dynamie analyses in time and frequency domains. Thus
obtained amplitude - frequency characteristics for each node are then surface- averaged over
the analysed frequency bands. The spectrum of upper deck node vibrations (over the main
engine) is presented in Fig 2, where characteristic frequencies of the engine (2.8 Hz) and the
screw propeller (3.8 Hz) can be easily distinguished.
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Fig 2. Amplitude-frequency pattern of vibration velocity at a node

The value of radiation efficiency of steel plates was assumed constant in the next stage
of computations. Anticipated levels of the acoustic pressure on the upper deck can be
predicted using the averaged results of vibration velocity measurements. Predicted
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distributions of acoustic pressure along the huIl are presented in Fig 3. Beside the curves
obtained from computer analysis there is also a curve representing the measured values.
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Fig 3. Acoustic pressure distribution on the upper deek.

These predictions follow from numeri cal analysis performed on model s with ditferent
boundary conditions. The results obtained for Model 3 best agree with the measured data.
Depending on the distance from the stern, the ditference between the calculated and
measured values of acoustic pressure ranges from 1 to 5 dB, while in the middle seetion it is
as low as 3 dB. As far as other estimates are concerned, the most reliable predietions are for
middle hull sections, between 25 and 90 m in the direetion of the bow. In this ease the
differenee between the predieted and measured values varies from 1 to 5 dB, depending on
the point where it was measured. At the distanee 7.5 to 25 m, this differenee ean be as high as
30 dB.

6. CONCLUSIONS

Aeeurate fitting of boundary conditions is of primary importance in FEM modeIling.
Boundary conditions and exeiting forees ought to reproduce hull load eombination due to ship
maintenance and operation. Amplitude - frequeney eharaeteristies allow for determining the
dynamie state of the ehosen ship seetion for variable exeitations and boundary eonditions.
Hence it is possible to alter hull designs, to ehoose the optimal drive systems and best
disloeate the equipment, depending on their funetions and vibration levels.

FEM model with boundary eonditions eorresponding to the shipway position allows for
validation of the FEM model of the hull by eomparing the data with results of measurements
taken at the stage of ship eonstruction. This model supplemented with boundary eonditions
that reproduee the aetual operating eonditions allows for fairly accurate predietion of vibro-
aeoustie parameters during normai operations at the fulI sea.

The errar involved in predietions of aeoustic pressure levels was the smallest when the
huIl is modelled as tixed on rigid beams whose rigidity equals the value of water table
detleetion due to ship draught. In relation to the measurement data the error does not exeeed 3
dB over the major part of the huII length. This model aJlows for fairly preeise predietion of
dynamie parameters, whieh up till now were mostly determined using less aeeurate
calculation techniques, or from measurements of completed structures.
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